**Weekday parietals**

**Trustees approve increased hours**

Complete text of statement on pages 6 and 7.

---

The Board of Trustees' long-awaited statement on parietal hours and hall life, released late yesterday morning, left the door open for halls to individually establish women's visitation hours throughout the week subject to regulation by a Hall Life Board.

However, the statement added that "the Board of Trustees believes strongly that there must be some limitation on visiting hours, which are not to extend beyond 2:00 a.m. on Friday and Saturday, and 11:00 p.m. on other nights."

The report continued, "We also remind the students that while some sign-in record may seem irksome at times, it is the students' only protection in the event of legal difficulty."

The decision, related in a letter by Edmund A. Stier, Chairman of the Board to James Muzzy, Chairman of the SLC, emphasized that a hall would have to show responsibility before the Hall Life Board could approve the hall's individual plan for hours.

In addition, the Trustees said that they were not going to pay the Board an "absolute and irrevocable carve blanche."

"The Board of Trustees does not meet its ultimate responsibility by simply providing for a general mechanism for good order at the University," the statement continues, "If the mechanism does not, in fact, work, then the Trustees must make other provisions and they will."

The Hall Life Board, originally created in March of last year at the SLC's request, will be elevated to a separate Administrative body and will be a nine-member, ex-officio board consisting of three administration representatives, three faculty members and three students.

The Hall Life Board will "be apponed by the President of the University, and charged with the responsibility of evaluating the proposals of each residence hall board fees will successfully provide the maximum hall environment consistent with good order."

The Board will not be completely autonomous however, since the Trustees statement indicates that they feel the Board "will require some administrative guidelines to function effectively."

The report says that the Trustees have asked that the Vice President for Student Affairs propose such guidelines.

In concluding their reaction to the SLC's report on parietal hours, the Trustees statement still referred to the new system as an "experiment."

"We feel that it is important that the experiment be continued for at least one more school year before final evaluation by the Trustees."

The report requested that the SLC prepare another evaluation of the "experiment" during the 1970-71 school year for consideration at the March 1971 meeting of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees.

In response to the question of drinking on campus the report said the Trustees concurred with the SLC's recognition of "the serious problem created by the misunderstanding of the University's prohibition of the use of alcoholic beverages in public places and the service of such beverages to underage guests."

It supported the SLC's intention of notifying each student of "the serious legal consequences to which he may be liable upon violation of the rules."

The Trustees also asked the SLC to prepare a full explanation of the present rule to state clearly the University's position on the question.

The report concluded with a short commen that the SLC's explanation of the move to commit the halls to the principle of "no drinking on campus" was "not clear."

---

**BURN successfully corrects Apollo 13's course, systems go for Friday splashdown in Pacific**

SPACE CENTER, Houston (UPI) - Apollo 13 maneuvered onto a safe homeward path Wednesday night, setting the stage for a splashdown in the Pacific Ocean Friday and separating them from death in space.

The fateful moment came at 11:32 p.m. EST when spacecraft commander James A. Lovell reached out and punched a yellow button on a control panel. That fired up the engine of the lunar lander, Aquarius, which Apollo has used for three emergency maneuvers since an explosion crippled the command ship Odyssey.

Zahn Hall, presented a detailed plan for the implementation of the Forum.

Winings, who spoke after Thrasher, opened the meeting, presented the Administration's basic reasoning behind their proposal.

"The Senators do not speak for the hall in any coherent manner," he said. "The Student Government has long lacked a single unified body from which to speak."

He stated that there would be three chief forums in his system. First, the Student Government would speak from one unified position. Second, he said that there would be "less parliamentary tactics (continued on page 3)"

---

**SLC elections back to April 23: petition deadline now Saturday**

by Tom Bornholdt

The Constitutional Revision Committee last night heard proposals for the restructuring of Student Government.

The principal topic of discussion at the second meeting of the committee was Student Body President Dave Kradha's proposal that the SLC be abolished and that a Student Forum be established to organize and coordinate student activities.

The committee heard from Mark Winings, Student Body V-P who presented the basic reasoning behind the Forum proposal. Rom Miganelli, Senator from Grace Hall, opposed the Forum in his presentation, and Tom Duffy, of the Hall Body Board.

SLC elections back to April 23: petition deadline now Saturday

by Tom Bornholdt

but a considerable degree of controversy following the Student Senate meeting Tuesday night, the Election Committee decided on Thursday, May 23, as the date of the election of the student members of the Student Life Council. the committee did move the deadline for submitting nomination petitions to 10 p.m. Saturday, May 30.

According to committee member Tom Thrasher, the Election committee had originally decided on an election date of April 23, but it was unofficially changed at the last minute to April 30 in a confusion over powers and procedures. The election bill containing the April 30 date was then ratified by the Senate. It was only after the bill had been passed and the meeting was nearing its end that Thrasher noticed that the date had been changed without the approval of the entire Election Committee.

The Election Committee met again last night at 8:00 p.m. and discussed the issue. Sen. student President Dave Kradha and Student Body Vice President Mark Winings were present at the meeting. Winings is chairman of the committee. For several minutes the matter was discussed informally. Though they favored the April 30 date, Kradha and Winings were not overly concerned over the issue.

---
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SMC students, faculty discuss SMC's future

by Sue Barry

A group of approximately twenty students and teachers gathered at the SMC clubhouse Tuesday evening for a rap session about where the college is and where it's going. The meeting was organized by Dr. Art Hochberg of the Psychology department, and Dr. Peter Smith, of the math department.

Dr. Hochberg briefly outlined the purpose of the gathering as an attempt to find ways of making the community more human. He talked about the stereotypical roles that have developed at SMC and the need to have more "informal reactions, more communication to discuss relevant issues." The main goal was to discover ways in which the students and faculty can foster this attitude.

"There are a lot of old-line faculty holding little cattles of power," Hochberg said. "New teachers can either take it, light or leave. It is this legitimized apathy reinforced by the older faculty that is the main problem." He observed that on the surface, "things seem to be okay, but they are actually stymied." Reactions to new offerings were made about members of the faculty not knowing one another and about the fact that the day ends abruptly at 5:00.

Hochberg said, "You can't stand in the parking lot at 5:00 because you'll get hit by a car. Everybody's on their own." He suggested that the faculty have an orientation program in September to help new members feel a part of the college. Another idea was to have faculty with research projects do their work in the classrooms and assignments could share in their experience.

The need for an informal meeting place for all members of the SMC community and the need for a newspaper on campus were brought up in connection with the communications difficulties. Use of the extensive computer networks at SMC to present news and discussions was mentioned and the possibility of publishing outstanding academic papers done by SMC faculty was discussed.

Freshmen orientation was an important meeting point for the freshmen and students at the gathering. The program has always had a social emphasis, and it was suggested that more faculty participation might help to add more intellectual consideration. The question of orientation for the student's college career, will be reviewed by SMC tomorrow night at 7:30, in the clubhouse. The gathering will be open to anyone interested on either campus, and individuals interested in the first meeting will be invited.

The group hopes that these discussions will lead to some positive action in the way of improvement at SMC.

UAC chairmen hope enthusiasm snowballs

by Steve Lazar

Rob Bartlett and Maureen Metler, the University Arts Council's new chairmen, said last night in the boxing room of the Fieldhouse that they like to see the enthusiasm generated by February's Student Art Festival to it and "snowball" into a big community response toward the arts.

With English majors, the two succeed senior Tom Krokow who has chaired the UAC since its inception last fall.

There plans for the UAC include a "more positively structured" program composed of an advisory board, raising committee, functions department, and the idea of a new structure, they hope, will insure the continued growth and success of the Council in its second year.

"We're not a service organization in the sense of Cinema 70 or Student Government," said Miss Metler. "We're here to set up an environment," added Bartlett.

Bartlett said that SBP Dave Krashna's program calls for the arts to play an important part on campus. He said that differing philosophies prevented the UAC from merging its program with the Student Union. "We're too interested in the whole community," he said.

Dr. Thomas S. Fen, director of the Department of Art, and chairman of the UAC's Raising Committee reported to the new chairs the condition of UAC's attempt to save the Fieldhouse. He said that of 60 dollars sent to various private foundations 17 have as far as he has heard returned. He described the results:

"Most have shown a favorable response to our ideas but regret that because of geographic limitations or because their ideologies conflict with ours they will have to turn us down," he said.

But moments later Fen added, "But once you're turned down, it doesn't mean for all time.""

Chairman Bartlett said he soon plans to advertise for persons desiring to join the UAC's committees. He also said he intends to invite faculty members to interested in the UAC to write to P.O. Box 4 for more information or simply to insure their membership on next year's mailing list.

Committees to pass on cabinet

(continued from page 1)

We did it as a matter "... of the convenience for the candidates involved," said winings about the discarded April 30 election date. Krashna also expressed the idea that more time would give the better candidates better organization and more exposure.

On the contrary, thrasher said, "The twenty-third is the date that the student government has been for." He went on to say that the April 30 date would have the campaign in the middle of the UAC's drive to save the Fieldhouse and warm weather which would divert the students interests away from the serious concern of selecting their SLC representatives.

Sees Professor Thomas S. Fern of the Department of Art, and president of the Student Senate as a whole, the cabinet nominees to committees fore they are voted by the Student Senate as a whole. "We're too interested in, " admitted Winings, "...how the others."

Chairman Bartlett said that because of geographic limitations, Krashna stated that he would allow the Senate to get to know the cabinet nominees better. "If the senate is still around next year," remarked Stone, "I'd like to get a chance to know some of the people so that we could work together."

Again Winings and Krashna finally yielded to the wishes of the others.

"I'd like the cabinet handled the way Dave and I are for," admitted Winings, "...however, the cabinet then to talk to you; fine." Again Krashna said that he was doing things that personal gripes would not make a mockery of student government. During the meeting, moreover, Winings expressed the opinion that none of the cabinet nominees would fun into any serious trouble in the Senate.

SU sponsoring scholarships

The Student Union is sponsoring the Immaculata Conception High School chorus and band tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the ballroom of LaFortune Center.

The act, which consists of songs, dances and dramatic skills, has as its central theme the culture of black people in the United States.

Saturday 10 1-5 PM
FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
Donation $1.50 per dinner
SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN SOUTHERN SUNDAY MEAL TURNIP GREENS SWEET POTATO PIE HAM AND POLE SALAD HOMEMADE ROLL Turnip greens SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN SOUTHERN SUNDAY MEAL TURNIP GREENS SWEET POTATO PIE HAM AND POLE SALAD HOMEMADE ROLL Turnip greens SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN SOUTHERN SUNDAY MEAL TURNIP GREENS SWEET POTATO PIE HAM AND POLE SALAD HOMEMADE ROLL Turnip greens SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN SOUTHERN SUNDAY MEAL TURNIP GREENS SWEET POTATO PIE HAM AND POLE SALAD HOMEMADE ROLL Turnip greens SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN SOUTHERN SUNDAY MEAL TURNIP GREENS SWEET POTATO PIE HAM AND POLE SALAD HOMEMADE ROLL Turnip greens SU sponsoring scholarships

The group, from Clarksdale, Mississippi, is currently making a tour of the Midwest, including stops in Indiana, Illinois and Missouri. There will be no admission charge.

The twenty-eight members of the group, who are mostly athletes and seniors, will leave campus as a part of the Recruitment Action Program. The tour was organized by the leadership of Sister Mary Eunice.

Craftsmen in Optics®

SOUTH BEND- THE SHERLAND BUILDING, 132 SOUTH MICHIGAN STREET

The House of Vision, Inc.

SOPHOMORES
NEW MAJORS IN
SOCIOLOGY AND
ANTHROPOLOGY

Declare your major for Advising Registration
See: Professor Saha
G-112 Memorial Library
THURSDAY April 16: 10-12 AM
1:30-4:30 PM
FRIDAY April 17: 10-12 noon
1-3 PM
MONDAY April 20: 10-12 noon
1-3 PM
You must declare your intent to major at this time in order to receive information regarding advising and registration.

The Social Commission needs

Homecoming Chairman -
- to create a new idea for the weekend
Mardi Gras Chairman -
- to develop the best college weekend in the nation
Assistant Social Commissioner -
- to coordinate all events and assure financial success

contact Jim Porst
Social Commission
Box 427

by Sue Barry

The group, from Clarksdale, Mississippi, is currently making a tour of the Midwest, including stops in Indiana, Illinois and Missouri. There will be no admission charge.

The twenty-eight members of the group, who are mostly athletes and seniors, will leave campus as a part of the Recruitment Action Program. The tour was organized by the leadership of Sister Mary Eunice.
Nathaniel Tarn

Mignanelli suggests SBP's

(continued from page 11)

and more decision making.

Second, he noted that there was no bill in the Senate to provide money to the halls through the Hall Presidents Council. He also proposed that the chairman of the HPC and at least one Stay Senator should be members of the SBP's cabinet and that another Stay Senator should be on the HPC to further the communication SBP Krahn feels is essential to a productive Student Government.

Mignanelli gave four reasons for the preservation of the SBP. First, he said it was valuable in research activities. Second, he noted that it was the only group on campus that could consider a "representative legislative body." He also said that the Senate had done excellent work on this year's budget. Finally, he argued that the recently-installed committee system was productive and had even greater potential if used properly.

Mignanelli also presented four arguments against the proposed Student Forum. First, he stated that it was too small to do both the Senate's job and the HPC's. Second, he argued that the rules of the Forum would be conducted under too informal, and the Forum would get too bogged down in important matters. Third, the Forum would not be a representative body, whereas the Senate was. Finally, he stated that Krahn's overwhelming landslide victory in the SBP elections was not a mandate for the Forum. "Perhaps a referendum is the only way to do it," he said.

The third speaker was Tom Duffy, former Senator from Zahn Hall. He began by reading a letter from John Zimmerman, former Stay Senator who could not attend. Zimmerman favored the Forum because "very little significance has come from the Senate in the three years I have known it." There is no function of the Senate which could not be done better by the proposed Hall Presidents. He argued "what you're doing is making the Hall President the Senator and the Vice-President the President if you've got a good VP." He also opposed the use of Hall Presidents on committees.

Duffy then gave his own thoughts on the Senate-Forum issue. He opposed the Senate because "I generally found it unproductive." He presented a very detailed plan for a "Forum" of his own invention, and Dave Krahn said that his own thoughts had run somewhat along the same lines.

Duffy proposed a Financial Board for consideration of the budget and the institution of a series of "assemblies" chosen from the halls much like the SBP to consider specific issues that might arise which require the consideration of the entire student body.

He continued detailing numerous legislative and executive functions and concluded with the idea that since the Senate had already become a "joke" in the minds of the students it should be abolished. After this presentation, the committee discussed the Forum issue. Tom Suddles, chairman of the HPC, while favoring the Forum in theory, opposed the extra work load placed on the American culture. Hall described the work as a series of "poetic parodies.

Hall also read a wide selection of short, often humorous, often anti-intellectual poems from several of his volumes. Among them was a poem "To Gary Snyder" supposedly about a bear dressed in the clothes of a Vietnamese peasant which Hollo had purchased in a head shop.

The bear, however, is really the folklore "Badger," a mythical animal with beaklike features who serves as the far eastern equivalent of a watchdog. "I didn't do it, the Badger did." In stark contrast to Hollo's flippancy, Tarn read from the recently published Beautiful Contradictions in a sharp serious tone. Beautiful Contradictions is a collection of poems written on a lake in Guatemala, a country which Tarn had visited as an anthropologist and revisited as a poet.

This afternoon's session of the SFL will feature Allen Plant and Michael Anama, poetry editors of The Nation and The Swallow Press respectively, reading from A Night For Raving and The Color of Dust, at 3:00 in the Library Auditorium.

I.C. Choir

Black Culture Show

Admission Free
Thurs. 8:00 PM — 2nd floor LaFortune
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Presented by Student Union
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Before the SLC passed its recommendations on hall life and parietal hours, several halls seriously considered passing their own regulations in defiance of regulations imposed by forces outside of the hall in a demonstration of their autonomy. They urged that the SLC should pass a regulation encompassing hall autonomy in determining women's visitation hours. The SLC passed such a recommendation.

The Board of Trustees has accepted this recommendation in principle but not in fact. Because the Senate and the halls show that they deserve such a privilege yet they ignore the one student body with any sort of power by having the Hall Life Board appointed by the President of the University and not the SLC.

They also chose to impose their own feelings by establishing a limit on the visitation hours. If a decision is to be made concerning women's visitation hours, it should be made by the students of the respective halls.

Personnel feel that the limitations imposed by the Trustees are reasonable and would serve as a possible guideline. But we don't feel that we have the power to determine the hours for our students. We repeat, if a choice of hours is to be made, it should be made by the students of the respective halls.

*Letters to the Editor*

**Editorial: The Trustees' rationale**

We, as participants, must judge our own participation as a significant contribution to failure.

Sincerely
Barney King
Dennis Wells
Peter Romanski

US-30 drag strip editor

There is a significant environmental threat existing on this campus; that must be remedied before deaths or injuries occur. Ever since Flummer and Grace were constructed, the large road behind the North Dining Hall has been considered the most important by many of those who are not afraid of a serious accident occurs.

We, in view of this the lack of total preparation on the part of the Model United Nations leadership is deplorable; the childish antics of a few delegations, demonstrating a lack of regard for the sincere feelings of other fellow students, is inexcusable; the lack of individual and national participation and understanding on the part of delegates is, finally, condemnable.

The, in spite of our bright initial potentialities, we, in the MUN slipped into the darkness of social and political naivete — a trait for the hallmark of Notre Dame has become noted.

The opinions expressed in the editorials, news analyses, and features of THE OBSERVER are solely those of the authors and do not reflect the views of St. Mary's College, the University of Notre Dame, their administration, faculty, or student bodies.
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**William Nutting**

Lately The Observer staff has been overrun by a bunch of crazy people. Everyday, they come in with their bundles of copy, sealing, passing out buttons and good cheer. The Nutting for President people are the friendliest &dquo;radicals&dquo; on campus, so it seemed worthwhile to get to know the man that was behind all the hubbub. While information about the administrative changes the Nutting group proposes abounds, Dr. Nutting has remained quietly in the background in relative obscurity, lauded by his friends and colleagues but unknown to most of the students.

Nutting is calm, his voice quiet, and he says &ldquo;There are some things that I really think are terribly wrong here,&rdquo; but he doesn't look angry or in a bomb-throwing mood, he just seems concerned and quite sad that Notre Dame isn't the school that it could be and that it's not moving in the proper direction.

There is a touch of corn to Dr. Nutting. He has a sense of the sacredness of all living things, and a special respect for human beings, that is lacking among more urbane men. He is well known for his farm, and for the fact that he still cuts wood and digs ditches. He knows how to milk a cow and in early May takes his devotees on bird walks.

But the natural question is &ldquo;What does bird watching have to do with being an administrator of Notre Dame?&rdquo; Well, it seems that a man who can inspire a bunch of city-slickers to get up at five-thirty in the morning to learn about birds knows something about teaching people. And there is no doubt that Dr. Nutting is a great teacher, besides being a wise and compassionate man.

For myself, the Nutting for President gang is saying two things. First, that for all of his efforts, our present leader is not able to adequately do his job because he is not in contact with the students. This same criticism applies to the other top level administrators, who are the most part think that things are about as good as can be expected.

Secondly, the Nutting people are saying that Willis Nutting is a wise man that is being forced to retire from a job that he is a master of. He is a man that has more to say about learning than anyone on campus, and not many people are listening to him. Father Hesburgh calls Mr. Dick Conklin (of Public Information) are the only two men that have expressed any interest in Dr. Nutting.

A lot of people have thought of the Nutting for President Campaign as a nice way of honoring a guy who has some pretty out ideas about education. That is a mistake, for Dr. Nutting has a lot of wise things he wants to say to the administrators don't. Possibly all the talk about Nutting as President is viewed as some sort of underground threat or coup d'etat that will go away if ignored, so the administrators are avoiding meeting Dr. Nutting and his ideas. This is also very bad.

May I propose a compromise? Let the administrators declare May 1 as Free City Day. On that day, classes will be called off so that people can read The Free City and discuss its ideas and how they relate to Notre Dame. If half the students or faculty don't read the book or go to the public discussions planned on that day, it is ignored.

Second, let the administrators read the book and talk to Dr. Nutting and the students and if they can't cut loose from the red tape for day to do that, then we are in deep, deep trouble.

Third, let the Nutting for President people consider the idea that Dr. Nutting be made the head of the experimental college that is planned for the sophomores next year. Forcing Dr. Nutting to retire is a crime; making him President of Notre Dame is unrealistic. How about Nutting as an advisor to the administration, so that he can share his ideas and his personal charm with those much maligned and overworked men, and Nutting as head of the experimental college, so that some of the other students and faculty don't read the book or go to the public discussions planned on that day, it is ignored.

*THE Trustees' rationale*
Brogan brings home the bacon!

by Jim E. Brogan

If the Observer can run articles on Don Money talking to cows and if Sue Burgy can talk to her truffle pig, then what's stopping me from talking to my truffle pig? I do have a truffle pig, it's true, and this is the story of how I arrived at Wulkerton, Indiana.

It started when my truffle pig, Clay Wilson, one of Crumb's often nate subliminaries, who has admitted that his music is performed most enthusiastically by truffle pigs, discovered capacities none of them had previously pondered. His definitive performance of The Song of Songs has caused the pigs to mimic his every step, and for this reason, they have been brought to Wulkerton.

The pigs featured in this article are not the ones that were featured in the recent article on Don Money talking to cows. These pigs are different. They are the same ones that bring the pigs into the auction next door. You can never be too careful. I ended up taking off the onions anyway. They didn't even smell like onions. They smelled like pigs. Everything smelled like pigs!

The livestock commissioner walks in. He sits next to Ron. He is showing off his Hoosier silver badge. "Care of Notre Dame, huh?" "Yes."

"What doin' in these parts?"

"We came to buy pigs for a pig show (helpfully) "It's an annual weekend event. Another one of those things." "Ann Twett All! Sounds like fun!"

"The contractor who sold them reptar, they headed out behind the barn for a look at the merchandise. As they arrived fourth size hog made a bid for freedom. "Stop them pigs!"

"Sure, they weigh more than I do. I'm not going near them. They're staring at us. Look at the teeth on him, he's even tusks."

The pigs escaped, but the owner finally captured them yelling "hey, hey, hey," and hitting them with stout canes. The pigs yelled back. It sounded like so many propanies. The ripend trio had had enough of the pigs and headed inside for the auction itself. The barn had been converted into what resembled a small arena, cut in half. The local folk and their families were already seated. Some had brought the children, others were eating picnic lunches. The odor was noxious.

The barker started in to his spiel as small groups of pigs were herded in. His linguo was unintelligible to the novice listener. As he mattered, sniffed in the crowd noduled or raised an eyebrow, or moved a pointer finger and the bids started -- the last invisible nodder gets the pigs.

The city-dickers have had enough. They head back to civilization confident that the pigs that they have chosen (averaging 165 lbs.) will best the students in the annual pig chase. Who will bring home the bacon?

Maestro to visit

by T.C. Trenor

Were all his tragi-comic book stories full of madmen, City of the Future, R. Crumb's following probably would be considerably more homogeneous, and certainly more aesthetically oriented. But they aren't. They are less predictable, and more carnal. And they aren't as good.

By Zap No. 2, much of Zap was being done in and visually but by lamplight, hurriedly. Hog Riding Fools, the story of the first truffle pig that ever crossed a counter between a leather-jacketed motorcycle gang and a formalin-deform,Vacheta in checked pants and their subsequent adventure: graphically told and even more graphically illustrated -- a failure -- a failure because it told a pointless story without much of a plot and ending at all, a failure because of trite sentimentality appearing erratically throughout and contrasting morbidly with the rivil perversions of the rest of the story. In fact the only redeeming social significance of the painted blathering was the pornography; mildly amusing in a crude sort of fashion.

Hog Riding Fools was not R. Crumb's best piece of work. In fact, it was not his writing at all. Credit belongs to S. Clay Wilson, one of Crumb's often nate subliminaries, and the story concludes: "When the city-slickers have had enough."

The city-slickers have had enough. They head back to civilization confident that the pigs that they have chosen (averaging 165 lbs.) will best the students in the annual pig chase. Who will bring home the bacon?

Zap: a review - part II

The Triumphal Return of Maestro Paco Pino e Madama Toiletto over which critics expressed ambivalence. The Maestro's concert, a benefit concert in the most famous manner, was offered on the occasion of the second birthday of the Maestro. The widespread coverage of the event over which critics expressed ambivalence. The Maestro's concert, a benefit concert in the most famous manner. The city-slickers have had enough."

The Maestro, Madama and Fraulein are better known in Europe where they have performed for countless crowned heads. Every European who is over twenty can remember the Maestro's debut at the Scala Theatre in 1950, which the Austrian critics labelled "A Night to Remember." The Maestro appeared sometime in his early twenties, and although no specific date is given, the piece is generally thought to be either "Oh! Fats?" or "What's yours, Fats?"

"What?"

"Well, just put a few uncooked ones on there, oh? (after she left) Why did you wash the onions instead of just pouring them over the hamburgers."

"I figured it was more sanitary that way."

"What?"

"Well, these ladies that cook and serve are the same ones that bring the pigs into the auction next door. You can never be too careful. I ended up taking off the onions anyway. They didn't even smell like onions. They smelled like pigs. Everything smelled like pigs!"

The livestock commissioner walks in. He sits next to Ron. He is showing off his Hoosier silver badge. "Care of Notre Dame, huh?" "Yes."

"What doin' in these parts?"

"We came to buy pigs for a pig show (helpfully) "It's an annual weekend event. Another one of those things." "Ann Twett All! Sounds like fun!"

"The contractor who sold them reptar, they headed out behind the barn for a look at the merchandise. As they arrived fourth size hog made a bid for freedom. "Stop them pigs!"

"Sure, they weigh more than I do. I'm not going near them. They're staring at us. Look at the teeth on him, he's even tusks."

The pigs escaped, but the owner finally captured them yelling "hey, hey, hey," and hitting them with stout canes. The pigs yelled back. It sounded like so many propanies.

The ripend trio had had enough of the pigs and headed inside for the auction itself. The barn had been converted into what resembled a small arena, cut in half. The local folk and their families were already seated. Some had brought the children, others were eating picnic lunches. The odor was noxious.

The barker started in to his spiel as small groups of pigs were herded in. His linguo was unintelligible to the novice listener. As he mattered, sniffed in the crowd noduled or raised an eyebrow, or moved a pointer finger and the bids started -- the last invisible nodder gets the pigs.

The city-dickers have had enough. They head back to civilization confident that the pigs that they have chosen (averaging 165 lbs.) will best the students in the annual pig chase. Who will bring home the bacon?
One theme that recurs in some of the documents submitted to us is that the best way to establish a program of rules is to either do away with restrictions altogether or weaken the rule that it becomes nothing but an empty gesture. This note seems to have been struck in particular in regard to parietal hours. This approach was not the only one, but the student leadership at the time realization, and reviewed rules on drink­ing were sought last year. On the contrary, the willingness and de­termination of the students under­take to place a program of enforcement was translated directly. That this has not happened in some halls is evident from the failure completely in some cases to use any enforcement machinery voluntarily. Happily this is not the situation throughout the campus and we commend these halls who have lived up to the com­mitments that were implicit in the inauguration of last year’s program. It seems too evident to state that better enforcement and rule enforcement. We assume that the vast majority of the students would agree with this proposition, but apparently some would contend that the only rules meeting hall policy have validity and a claim on their authority are those which are adopted by the students themselves. This is not an element of the matter. First, the conduct of student life policy, in the second, the traditions from which this University has been established in, the third, the regulations of the halls in the halls is intimately linked with the academic life of the student body which is the University’s major concern and its prestige resides in keeping Thirdly, the regulations of University rules which involve violations of the criminal law can result in serious legal conse­quences for the person who viol­ates the rules as an entity. (Can the University, for instance, ignore the presence, often unnoticed, of high school girls in the halls who join drinking parties for several hours and then keep home alone into the night?) Finally, there are persons in the halls in which people live by rules and Customs they have no hand in making. Enforcing any institutional life calls for some accommodation to the pressures of the institution, in regard to this, the present University, in particular, has ended, and it is desired that there be a free hall­meeting.

Ideally the students should play an increasing role in the ordering of their social and hall life. From the experience during the past several years, it is clear that the University has not ever noticed in this direction and that the students demonstrate more ability, will, and willingness than have been exhibited to date, to make rules, consistent with University policy, and enforce­ment through appropriate administrative and judicial machinery. The record to this date, on this particular subject, is not encouraging and appears to result from the almost universal reluctance to invoke a rule against one’s own, even in cases of repeated violations. Time will tell whether this is a fatal weakness in student governance. We trust this is not the case and re­spect our hope that the authority delegated to these halls has been received and discharged for the good of the community. Turning to the specific matters referred to us by the Com­mittee upon I. Parietal Hours

The Student Life Council has recommended that the hall has special problems, requiring solu­tions which are peculiar to that hall. It has recommended that each hall be able to make use of the rules, after the students have made a decision or on record meeting during the 1970-71 school year, and that there is no reason to the consideration of the hall’s record. We concur and we ask the Student Life Council to these revisions will significantly improve the results of the parietal rules experiment. We feel that it is important that the experi­ments be continued for at least one more school year before final evalua­tion is attempted. Therefore, we ask the Student Life Council to prepare its evaluation of the experi­ment during the 1970-71 school year to the Trustees at the March 1971 meeting of the Executive Committees of the Board of Trustees to report back on the situation. Additional reports will be, and brought in the absence of these additional reports will be, and brought in the absence of these additional reports will be.

2. Alcoholic Beverages

The Student Life Council has recognized the serious problem cre­ated by the misunderstanding of the University’s prohibition of the use of alcoholic beverages in public spaces and the service of such beverages to underage guests. The Council has taken steps to remedy the misunderstanding of the serious legal consequences to which this may lead in the future and to students of this rule. We concur and we ask the Council to make a full explanation of the present rule which will state clearly the University’s position and the requirements of Indians too.

3. Hall Life

The third portion of last year’s experiments, Hall Elections, seems to have attained a good degree of success with few problems having been anticipated, since many halls had been operating for many years under similar structures. All halls now have a reasonably uniform system of government with the hall council, the hall judiciary, and the service of such beverages to underage guests. The Council has taken steps to remedy the misunderstanding of the serious legal consequences to which this may lead in the future and to students of this rule. We concur and we ask the Council to make a full explanation of the present rule which will state clearly the University’s position and the requirements of Indians too.

3. Hall Life

The third portion of last year’s experiments, Hall Elections, seems to have attained a good degree of success with few problems having been anticipated, since many halls had been operating for many years under similar structures. All halls now have a reasonably uniform system of government with the hall council, the hall judiciary, and the service of such beverages to underage guests. The Council has taken steps to remedy the misunderstanding of the serious legal consequences to which this may lead in the future and to students of this rule. We concur and we ask the Council to make a full explanation of the present rule which will state clearly the University’s position and the requirements of Indians too.
Plight of Mexican-Americans subject of two-day conference

The plight of the Mexican-American working and living in the midwest will be the subject of a two-day conference at Notre Dame Saturday and Sunday, sponsored by the University's Urban Studies Program. Mrs. Graciolla Olavicz, a native of Denver, Colo., who in June will be the first woman to be graduated from the Notre Dame law school, is coordinator of the conference. She expects representatives of such federal agencies as the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the Department of Housing and Urban Development to participate in the conference, as well as scholars, nuns, housewives, migrant laborers, professionals and elected officials.

Included in the 100 participants in the conference will be Dr. George J. Sanchez, author of "The Forgotten Minority," the book which first awakened the southwest to the plight of Mexicans and other minorities.

In addition to discussions, Mrs. Olavicz expects to display Chicano art and sculpture and publications and newspapers authored by Mexican-American youth in the southwest.

You only go around once in life.
So grab for all the gusto you can.
Even in the beer you drink.
Why settle for less?

When you're out of Schlitz, you're out of beer.

John Lennon

Erotic Lithos

Notre Dame Special! With this ad . . . $150 each. Complete set of 15 $1385. Sets of these lithos sold out in London at $2000 per set . . . This investment offers a 10% tax.

Cellar Gallery

Near Hancock Bldg.
40 East Oak St.
Chicago
312-642-6775

Open till Midnight Fri. and Sat.
 Noon till 8 on Sunday
Weekend no. 2 is more of the same.

Football

This weekend AM Parishview moves his "boys" into the stadium for the second big game. The Irish are still experimenting with new players and formations. These may be few changes may be made with the tentative lineup used last weekend. Saturday. There is a probability that the defensive platoon of assistant coach George LeVick will be back in the starting lineup.

Tennis

The tennis team will be looking to up its record this weekend as they enter two tournaments. Friday shows Cincinnati appearing on the Cartier Courts and Saturday will bring the DePaul Blue Demons toutoff Tom Fulton's nettles.

Basketball

The Notre Dame basketball squad will be in action this weekend against Detroit, the Irish season including yesterday's game couldn't come up with that "big one". Only letdown in the ND squad, on Saturday. This two-mile team had a neat performance of coach Wilson's unit. They could be able to come out with a respectable showing and possibly gain some confidence for the always rugged Detroit Raids which will be held next week. The conference will shift to Columbia.

Lacrosse

Facing a similar task to the ruggiers will be the lacrosse club as they host Midland power Denison University. Denison's season has a whole," said their coach, and they have proved "had mediocrity for the Irish before this season.

The stickmen's offensive hopes will ride with holding Kenny Lund. Lund has nothing short of phenomenal in the first three ND victories. The Irish will be on the Stepan fields Saturday afternoon.

Sailing

The sailing club will split up and perform at three different sites this weekend. The feature event will be the John F. Kennedy Memorial Cup at Anna Maria, Palatka, Fla. The two other scenes for Robert Bruce, Tommie Smith, and Jesse Owens.

The Real Olympics

time. When Jesse Owens handed me a copy of his new book, "Blackthick," I thought for a moment he had come to give himself up. His life story sort of stumbles over the takeoff board like Jesse's first broad jump.

"Jesse Owens is a bootlicking Uncle Tom!" is the first line of the book. Do not be confused with Mr. Chips, and Jesse opens the book with it. Jesse was asked to explain to the court whether he stopped beating his wife.

Name-calling doesn't particularly distress Jesse Owens. He has been the butt of the jokes of Adolf Hitler in 1936, or the sheriff of Oakville and Decatur, Ala., in 1926, or the red-tick who ran the great sparrow in Indianapolis one night and which crashed into the car and smashed the plates and silverware of four world recordholders who had not only refused to serve in his eatery, but refused to let them eat in the privacy of their ancient Model T.

Jesse is a guy who won four gold medals at the 1936 Olympics, thanks, in part, to help and advice from one of Hitler's specimen's producers, the broad-jumper, Luz Long, who was a full-blooded in to the car and smashed the plates and silverware of four world recordholders he had not only refused to serve in his eatery, but refused to let them eat in the privacy of their ancient Model T.

Jesse is in the line, part of large, an attempt to see that a lot of other people don't die for the wrong thing.

When Hitler had nine years to live that night he turned on his heel and walked out of the Olympic Village. Luz Long had even less. Owens is still alive and well and living in America. His book is, in large part, an attempt to see that a lot of other people don't die for the wrong thing.

Jesse's position is too complex to be set down in a few paragraphs. "If I die," Jesse says, "I am afraid, Jesse. Not just the thought of dying. It is that I may die if you think it's corrupt now, you should have seen it 40 years ago.

The other 7,000 athletes in the village ignored it, he says. "Believe me, (it) had as many overtones in Mexico City as two grammar school kids trying to create a tidal wave by skipping stones in the Pacific Ocean." The other 7,000 athletes in the village ignored it, he says. "Believe me, (it) had as many overtones in Mexico City as two grammar school kids trying to create a tidal wave by skipping stones in the Pacific Ocean."

Tennis

All Star Game between the two leagues. However, the leagues would remain separate for the next three seasons and retain exclusive control over their players. After the first year, however, the leagues would merge.

Lew is best

MAJOR LEAGUES

NATIONAL LEAGUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pt.</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>900 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>900 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>167 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW YORK UPI- Lew Alcindor got a small bit of controversy after one of the most frustrating nights of his life on a basketball court. Alcindor, who missed two free throws in the final minute of his team's 112-111 playoff loss to the New York Knicks Monday night, was named Tuesday night as the National Basketball Association Rookie of the Year by a consensus vote.

The 7' 2" center will receive a check for $500 for the award.

Rozelle said: "It is the conclusion of the merger between the two leagues. However, the leagues would remain separate for the next three seasons and retain exclusive control over their players. After the first year, however, the leagues would merge.

Lew is best

ALERICAN LEAGUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pt.</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>751 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>737 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>500 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>333 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lew also led NBA centers in assists with 337. But Alcindor's biggest contribution was taking Milwaukee from a last place club into one that posted the best record in the league over the last 50 games of the season.

Alcindor, though, may be on the border of ending the season as a leader for the first time in his life in the playoffs against New York. The Bucks are trailing 2-0.

Aldon has a goal to shoot for. Bill Russell played on 11 title teams in 13 years and Lew Alcindor would like to match that, which would be quite a feat since Russell had a better supporting cast.